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Abstract
Autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs) operating as a swarm can be deployed in austere environments, where cyber
electromagnetic activities often require speedy and dynamic adjustments to swarm operations. Use of central controllers,
uav synchronization mechanisms or pre-planned set of actions to control a swarm in such deployments would hinder its
ability to deliver expected services. We introduce artificial intelligence and game theory based flight control algorithms to
be run by each autonomous uav to determine its actions in near real-time, while relying only on local spatial, temporal and
electromagnetic (em) information. Each uav using our flight control algorithms positions itself such that the swarm maintains mobile ad-hoc network (manet) connectivity and uniform asset distribution over an area of interest. Typical tasks for
swarms using our algorithms include detection, localization and tracking of mobile em transmitters. We present a formal
analysis showing that our algorithms can guide a swarm to maintain a connected manet, promote a uniform network spreading, while avoiding overcrowding with other swarm members. We also prove that they maintain manet connectivity and, at
the same time, they can lead a swarm of autonomous uavs to follow or avoid an em transmitter. Simulation experiments in
opnet modeler verify the results of formal analysis that our algorithms are capable of providing an adequate area coverage
over a mobile em source and maintain manet connectivity. These algorithms are good candidates for civilian and military
applications that require agile responses to the changes in dynamic environments for tasks such as detection, localization
and tracking mobile em transmitters.
Keywords
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· Game theory · manet · Autonomous uav · Swarm · Bio-inspired computation

1 Introduction
Autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs) operating as
a swarm can be deployed in austere environments, where
cyber electromagnetic activities often require speedy and
dynamic adjustments to swarm operations. Use of central
controllers, uav synchronization mechanisms or pre-planned
set of actions to control a swarm in such deployments
would hinder its ability to deliver expected services. Rapid
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deployment, high scalability and responsiveness required
by many civilian and military applications demand decentralized wireless networks without rigid infrastructures,
which necessitates that swarm members form and maintain
mobile ad-hoc networks (manets) to accomplish complex
mission objectives. manets are particularly suitable to operate in austere three-dimensional tactical situations, where
self-deployment of autonomous mobile nodes is critical for
maintaining a dynamic network topology. Using wireless
multi-hop communication, manet nodes are capable of forming non-hierarchical topologies that change unpredictably
over time. These desirable characteristics of manets at the
same time bring new challenges for providing autonomous
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flight control of uavs operating as a swarm, including an
increased level of topology control and cyber security.1
Bio-inspired computation techniques are excellent candidates to bring effective solutions for manet topology control [50], routing [20], node collaboration[36] and cybersecurity mechanisms[25]. These techniques can find desired
optimum or near optimum solutions to satisfy conflicting
objectives in prohibitively large domains. They emulate evolutionary processes found in nature, where better adapted
individuals have greater chances of survival in an environmental niche.
We have shown that autonomous uavs can operate as a
self-organized swarm demonstrating an emergent behavior
needed to accomplish complex missions in severe military
environments[50]. Each autonomous uav in a swarm can
make its own decisions using bio-inspired algorithms to
obtain adequate solutions for multi-objective optimization
problems. Despite locality of individual mobile node decisions, a swarm of uavs can exhibit the responsiveness needed
for, for example, maintaining manet connectivity in dynamically changing environments[17]. This agility can only be
achieved by fast and lightweight bio-inspired algorithms
guiding each uav’s flight control decisions.
Game theory (gt) based solution techniques has become
popular for solving problems with multiple and often competing goals in a wide range of fields including economics, finance and political science. gt offers excellent tools to
analyze behavior of rational and selfish players in strategic
situations, where outcomes depend on actions of all participants. In engineering applications, gt has been shown
to be effective in computer communications especially for
multi-objective optimization problems in network resource
allocation, routing efficiency and intrusion detection systems. For many manet operations (e.g., topology control of
mobile nodes), gt analyzes incentives and deterrents built
into mobile node actions to provide desired solutions, thus
eliminating need for node coordination and synchronization[22, 26].
We introduce artificial intelligence (ai) and game theory (gt) based flight control algorithms to be run by each
autonomous uav to determine its actions in near real-time,
while relying only on local spatial, temporal and electromagnetic (em) information. Each uav using our flight control
algorithms positions itself such that the swarm maintains
mobile ad-hoc network (manet) connectivity and uniform
asset distribution over an area of interest. Typical tasks for
swarms using our algorithms include detection, localization
and tracking of mobile em transmitters.

1

Throughout the paper the term manet refers to the mobile ad hoc
network established among autonomous uavs in a swarm.
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We present a formal analysis showing that our algorithms
can guide a swarm to maintain a connected manet, promote
a uniform network spreading, while avoiding overcrowding
with other swarm members. We also prove that, while maintaining manet connectivity, they can simultaneously lead a
swarm of autonomous uavs to follow or avoid an em transmitter. Simulation experiments in opnet Modeler verify the
results of formal analysis that our algorithms are capable of
providing an adequate area coverage over a mobile em source
and keep the manet connected.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
highlights recent research in flight control and bio-inspired
algorithms for governing manet topology. Section 3 introduces our bio-inspired and gt based flight control algorithms
for uav swarms. We introduce a formal analysis our algorithms with respect to their capability of uniform spreading spreading and tracking a em source are presented in
Sect. 4. Results of opnet simulation experiments to evaluate
their performance for different swarm configurations are
presented in Sect. 5. Consideration of multiple mobile em
sources are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, concluding remarks
and future research directions are in Sect. 7.

2 Related work
In this section, we present a summary of recent research
results in uavs operating as swarms, bio-inspired ai computation techniques designed to govern such systems and
applications of gt to manets. As we highlight the scope of
these studies we point out their potential to be applicable to
dynamic and austere theaters in civilian and military settings and their possible limitations as they relate to the flight
control of swarms of autonomous uavs.

2.1 Swarms of uavs
Several recent studies proposed the use of global control
mechanisms over swarms of uavs in order to control their
actions as they accomplish a given task. For example, centralized mission planners to distribute tasks to uavs are suggested in[35], whereas a global coordination among swarm
members is discussed in[10]. A pre-planned 3d distribution of multiple uavs is performed to optimize power used
by each aircraft in[2]. Similar approaches to control uavs
include partially autonomous uavs that need periodic interactions with a centralized (often ground-based) controller
to eliminate long-distance communication links in[5] and
costly image processing and coordination procedures running in uavs designed for tasks such as topology formation
and obstacle avoidance[6]. In[48], uavs require coordination
procedures and target state sharing in their ant colony based
task allocation mechanism.
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Tactical networks can be arranged as hybrid aerial and
terrestrial communication systems to facilitate public safety
connectivity if communication infrastructure becomes damaged[4, 28]. Some semi-autonomous swarms are designed
with a pre-determined set of uav actions to operate in known
territories[1], while other flight control algorithms typically
rely on a remote authority controlling a single stand-alone
uav to improve transmission rates and coverage of a target
area[30]. Distributed control algorithms for uav swarms
tasked with terrain mapping is proposed in[39], while[14]
investigates wind gust resiliency of small uavs participating
in surveillance missions using swarm clustering methods.
An adaptable autonomy of uav swarms, where commands
are sent to a swarm via a ground station for path-planning
with collision avoidance capabilities through simulations are
presented in[42].
These proposed methods may not be adequate for controlling a swarm of autonomous uavs operating in dynamic environments since unpredictably and speedily changing conditions will nullify pre-planned procedures, whereas attempts
of centralized control will ultimately be too slow to respond
the task requirements.

2.2 Bio‑inspired computation for swarms and uavs
Within the realm of artificial intelligence (ai) based computation techniques, bio-inspired computation techniques
(bcts) mimic evolutionary processes promoting well adopted
group of organisms to reproduce and prevail as a population in a given environmental niche. Effective design and
implementation of bct algorithms can provide suitable
outcomes for problems with conflicting objectives, while
involving light computational loads. bcts gained popularity in networking due to their ease of implementation and
effectiveness to solve multi-objective and often intractable optimization problems, including manet topology
control[50], routing[13, 20], node collaboration[36] and
cybersecurity[25].
Coordinating a swarm of uavs to provide continuous
coverage of an area of interest, identified as an intractable problem[38], can be effectively handled by evolutionary bio-inspired techniques. An adequate deployment of a
swarm of uavs can be obtained by applying particle swarm
optimization techniques[7] while path planning for multiobjective missions can be achieved using genetic algorithms[33, 40] and artificial ant colony optimization[49]
methods. A leader–follower coalition formation in swarms
with large number of uavs, each with limited communication
and energy capabilities, was proposed in[29] by employing
quantum genetic algorithms.
In our previous research[50], using bio-inspired
algorithms to solve multi-objective optimization problems, autonomous vehicles are shown to operate as a

self-organizing swarm in austere environments. Each
individual in a swarm makes its own decisions using bct
algorithms to solve a given problem, yet, despite locality
of individual mobile node decisions, the swarm can maintain the pace needed for preserving manet connectivity[17].
We also show that our bct algorithms are fast and lightweight in guiding mobile nodes and they can provide adequate fault tolerance and resilience under rapidly changing
conditions[34].

2.3 Game theory applications for swarms and uavs
Game theory (gt) is a framework for analyzing behavior
of rational competitors in strategic situations, where outcomes depend on actions of all players. gt is a specific area
of applied mathematics whose scope encompasses a broad
set of analytical techniques for real-life problems in economics, business, planning, engineering, science and others.
Popular applications of gt in telecommunication networks
attempt to design efficient routing protocols with enhanced
security and improved spectrum sharing[8, 9, 19]. In our
previous research we demonstrated that gt can provide faulttolerant topology control for autonomous nodes in manets
that gracefully recover from adversarial actions in 2- and
3-dimensional tactical scenarios in theatres with and without
obstacles obstructing the movements of mobile nodes[18,
21, 26].
Significance of gt for uav control has been demonstrated
in several recent research results, including detection of
attacks on uavs that augment ground sensor and vehicular
networks[37], task allocation in a swarm of drones visiting
multiple locations[16] and providing decentralized coalition
formation of uavs for search and neutralization of targets[3].
Flight control systems to coordinate uavs based on cooperative games are reported in[41].
A game is proposed in[44] for a group of autonomous
uavs, where each uav is tasked with collecting information
from an area of interest. In this setting, a mission to maximize the amount information of collected by uavs is formulated by dividing the region of interest into discrete cells,
each having an associated information value. Each selfish
uav (i.e., player) makes the best decision for itself by selecting a path among available choices (i.e., strategies) that it
will fly. Game payoffs are determined using information
fusion[27] for aggregating information from multiple uavs
operating on multiple locations. Efficiency of a mission is
the ratio of an optimal output to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium[31] for the corresponding game.
Stackelberg games[47] can be used to obtain flight routes
for uavs operating in areas with malicious parties carrying
out gps spoofing attacks aimed to divert uavs from their
original flight paths[12]. In a Stackelberg game between a
uav operator acting as the game leader and a gps spoofer, the
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leader chooses a group of uavs to protect, after which the
spoofer determines its actions after observing the decision
of the leader. Strategies in this game reflect abilities of each
uav to estimate its location using positions of its nearby uavs
and, hence, allowing it to reach a destination despite ongoing
gps spoofing attacks.

2.4 Our previous research
The study presented in this paper builds on the preliminary
results reported in[23, 24]. We introduced initial versions
of our near real-time flight control algorithms that combine
gt and bio-inspired computation techniques to effectively
guide autonomous uavs in[23]. In[24], we studied the use
3d Voronoi tessellations and linear interpolation techniques
for mapping em landscape using local neighbor information.
In this paper, (i) we combine and extend evolutionary
algorithms and non-cooperative game models to automatically handle different modes of operations such as spreading
and tracking, (ii) we build our new evolutionary algorithms
by introducing adjustment parameters that are essential to
make flight control dynamically adaptable to unpredictable
changes in em landscape, (iii) we introduced a new noncooperative game that factors in the information from neighbors of neighbors in predicting the outcomes of neighbor
movements to marginalize network partitioning, (iv) we formally analyzed the properties of evolutionary algorithms
working together with non-cooperative games for flight control of swarms of autonomous uavs operating in spreading
and tracking modes, and (v) we introduced new performance
metrics and conducted extensive simulation experiments to
validate the formal analysis results.

3 Our UAV control algorithms
A swarm of autonomous uavs guided by our flight control
algorithms aims to respond to a mobile em source by either
avoiding it or shadowing em transimitter movements while
upholding network connectivity. In a typical operation, a
swarm may be deployed to zero-in on an em source while
providing ongoing uninterrupted communication or position,
navigation, and timing services to dispersed ground and lowaltitude entities. This task is especially challenging when the
swarm is expected to respond to unpredictable changes in
austere conditions.
In our system, a bio-inspired evolutionary algorithm,
called evolutionary flight control (efc), will be run by each
autonomous uav. There are several choices to realize efc
algorithms, including genetic algorithms, particle swarm
optimization, and differential evolution[45]. For the sake of
simplicity, we used a genetic algorithm to implement the
efc in the simulation experiments reported in this paper.
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Fig. 1  Flow chart for implementing efc by a genetic algorithm

With efc, a uav finds a set of candidates for improved next
locations in the 3d space around the uav. These candidate
positions are then used as strategies in a realistic self-enforcing non-cooperative game[15] set up among a uav and its
near neighbors, where game payoffs reflect the actions of
players. In our game, called non-cooperative decision game
(ncdg), a selfish uav selects a next position by anticipating
the next actions of its neighbors to maximize its payoff. uavs
guided by our efc and ncdg promote emergent swarm intelligence and self-organization needed for efficient response
to ever-changing conditions. Our goal is to form a swarm of
autonomous uavs which can track by following or avoiding
a mobile em target, while keeping a high percentage ground
area coverage and manet connectivity throughout a mission. efc and ncdg are designed to only require information
from near neighbors of a uav to determine its actions in near
real-time.

3.1 Bio‑inspired evolutionary algorithm
A flow chart describing the operation of our efc, which will
be run in each uav for flight control, is given in Fig. 1. In our
implementation of efc, a chromosome represents a candidate
next position for the uav to move. efc starts with generating
a population of individuals (i.e., candidate positions).

Evolutionary Intelligence

3.1.1 Fitness function
The fitness Fi of a candidate location for uav ni with Ni (t)
neighbors at time t is defined as
�
∑N (t)
𝛾(t, pi ) j=1i Dij if �Ni (t)� ≥ 1
Fi =
(1)
Mc
otherwise
where Mc is the maximum penalty applied to a location
that would result in ni being disconnected from its neighbors
and Dij is the virtual force applied to ni by its neighbor nj as
will be explained in detail in Eq. (3). For all practical applications, Mc should have a greater value than any feasible
Fi ; for example, if the number of near neighbors for ni at
time t is |Ni (t)| ≥ 1, it is possible to set Mc > (Rc × |𝔑|),
where |𝔑| is the total number of deployed uavs and Rc is the
communication range of ni . Smaller fitness values for Fi in
Eq. (1) indicate preferable positions for a uav to move. Note
that because the em transmitter and uav swarm are mobile,
system parameters such as 𝛾 and Ni include time t in their
definitions.
The weight 𝛾(t, pi ) ∈ (0, 1], computed at time t for a local
position pi , incentivizes locations with stronger (or weaker)
received signal strength and, hence, promotes a swarm emergence needed for a preferred course of action (e.g., following
or avoiding) a mobile em source. Basic off-the-shelf hardware components included in payload would enable a uav
to measure the signal strength on a frequency used by an
em transmitter at time t and a local position pi as RSS (t, pi ).
A swarm can use this information to direct its members as
needed to track by following or avoiding a mobile em transmitter in a given theatre.
In this implementation, each uav periodically broadcasts
its location and rss information to its near neighbors within
Rc range. Using location and signal strength information
from its near neighbors, it is possible for a uav to compute
characteristics of its em landscape. Therefore, fitness Fi
given in Eq. (1) selects preferable candidates with respect
to both topology and em landscape criteria.
In our flight control algorithms, we define 𝛾(t, p) as
]
[
𝛼 (RSS(t + 1, pi ) − RSS(t, pmin
))
Ni
𝛾(t, pi ) = (1 + 𝜖) −
(2)
RSS(t, pmax
) − RSS(t, pmin
)+𝜖
N
N
i

𝛼 ∈ (0, 1] controls how aggressively uav ni will track by following or avoiding a mobile em source. When 𝛼 ≈ 1, candidate locations satisfying RSS(t + 1, pi ) ≈ RSS(t, pmax
) would
Ni
significantly scale down the fitness value Fi as computed by
Eq. (1) to let a swarm follow or avoid a mobile em source.
On the other hand, when 𝛼 is chosen close to zero, candidate
positions with high RSS(t + 1, pi ) will have lesser impact on
Fi and, hence, swarm spreading is prioritized over the influence of the em source.
Selection of 𝛼 can be dynamically determined during a
swarm operation. For example, if it is noticed by received
signal strength that an em transmitter is moving away (i.e., a
few consecutive rss readings from a uav indicate that there is
a decrease in em values such as RSS(t − 1, pi ) > RSS(t, pi )), 𝛼
can be increased to motivate the uavs to consider em impact
in the fitness. Similarly, if em landscape is relatively static
over a period of time (i.e., RSS(t − 1, pi ) ≈ RSS(t, pi )), 𝛼 can
be increased emphasize the uniform distribution rather than
em source.
In Eq. (1), Dij denotes the virtual force applied to ni by
its neighbor nj as a function of Euclidean distance between
them d(ni , nj ). The virtual force Dij between ni and nj is
{
Rc − d(ni , nj ) if 0 < d(ni , nj ) ≤ dth
Dij =
(3)
𝜂
if dth < d(ni , nj ) ≤ Rm (t)
where 𝜂 is a small number, dth defines a threshold value for
the best node separation with a sufficiently small 𝜂 , and
Rm (t) is the movement range for ni as defined below. The
threshold value dth and 𝜂 eliminate unnecessary loitering
(i.e., in-air jittering) of uavs that are already separated from
each each other by searching for marginally better positions
and, hence, reduce a chance for a fast moving ni of accidentally disconnecting from nj when d(ni , nj ) ≈ Rc . In real
implementations, dth should be selected as a small fraction
of Rc.
3.1.2 Node movement and speed
When running an implementation of efc, a uav calculates a
set of next locations within a sphere of radius Rm (t) units
away from itself such that

i

where RSS(t, pmax
) and RSS(t, pmin
) are the maximum and
Ni
Ni
minimum rss measurements recorded until time t in near
neighbors of ni (i.e., Ni), respectively, and a small 𝜖 prevents
denominator from being zero. RSS(t + 1, pi ) is the predicted
signal strength at the candidate location pi . The value for
RSS(t + 1, pi ) can be calculated by means of several different
methods such as Voronoi tessellations and linear interpolation as introduced in our earlier work[24]. Parameter

Rm (t) ≤

Rc − d(ni , ncj )
𝜃(t)

with 𝜃(t) ∈ (2, v]

(4)

where ncj ∈ Ni (t) is the closest neighbor of ni (i.e.,
∀nk ∈ Ni (t), d(ni , ncj ) ≤ d(ni , nk )) and 𝜃(t) is an adjustment
parameter for controlling range of movement at time t.
Parameter 𝜃(t) determines the space of candidate locations
for a uav to move at time (t + 1) . Selection of 𝜃(t) value
depends on the phase of a swarm deployment. In the early
stages of a deployment, where many uavs are close to each
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other, 𝜃(t) should be selected to be closer to its lower limit
of 2, whereas 𝜃(t) ≈ v (e.g., v = 3, 4, …) is preferred for later
steps, as the set of next location candidates need to be more
precise.
This mechanism of time-varying selection of movement
space implies that uavs initially move faster and consider
larger spaces around them for making movement decisions.
As uavs get closer to be in a uniform distribution, smaller
steps must be taken by adjusting 𝜃(t) properly so that network partitioning is avoided.
3.1.3 EFC operation
After calculation of fitness, individuals in a population are
sorted based on their fitness values. Using a selection mechanism (see Fig. 1), parents are chosen giving preferences
to better individuals (i.e., an elitist selection mechanism).
Then, by means of a single- or multiple-point cross-over
operator, offspring is generated from preferred parents. In
efc implementation a low-probability mutation operator is
used to avoid candidate positions that represent local minima
in their vicinity. efc calculates the fitness of offspring and
includes them into the population such that only the better
performing individuals are kept for the next generation.
3.1.4 Termination conditions
The algorithm stops after running a pre-determined number
of generations or when no fitness improvement is detected
for a few generations. Individuals from the last generation
of offspring, called 𝛬L , are evaluated by our ncdg to select
a next position that would benefit the uav itself as well as
its near neighbors, as explained in Sect. 3.2. With its linear
complexity, our implementation of efc as outlined in Fig. 1
is computationally inexpensive.

3.2 Game theory algorithms
In our flight control algorithms, efc provides a computationally lightweight method for finding a set of promising
locations in dynamic environments, whereas ncdg promotes
adequate next positions that benefit both the moving uav and
the swarm connectivity and spread. Figure 2 outlines operations of our game set up by a uav against its neighbors when
determining its next location to move.
An autonomous uav ni determines its next position by
setting the game 𝛤i (t) = ⟨P, S, U⟩ with its near neighbors at
time t. In 𝛤i (t), we define a set of players P = {ni ∪ Ni (t)}, a
space of strategy profiles S = ×nk ∈P Sk , where strategy space
for player nk is Sk = {𝛬L ∪ pk } with 𝛬L representing the candidates obtained at the last generation of efg and pk denoting the location of nk at time t (× symbolizes the Cartesian
product operator). A tuple U of payoffs, often referred to as
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Fig. 2  High level sketch for a game to be run by a uav

utilities, reflects preferences for all players over the game
outcomes. For each nk ∈ P , payoff is its anticipated fitness
Fk in Eq. (1) when strategy profile called s ∈ S , with the
next locations of each uav in P, is realized.
A payoff function for player ni , when strategy profile s is
realized, is defined as Ui (s). It is a von Nuemann–Morganstern function, which reflects preferences of ni over ∀s ∈ S
[46]. A rational selfish player always intends to obtain the
best payoff for itself. A strategy s∗i ∈ Si for player ni is called
a preferred strategy against the strategies of its near neighbors Ni (t) at time t. A deleted strategy profile s−i is a tuple
ref lecting strategies of near neighbors Ni (t) (i.e.,
s−i ∈ ×nj ∈Ni (t) Sj ), hence s = (si , s−i ). In other words, strategy
profile s is a combination of strategy of ni and the strategies
of its neighbors. In this case, a preferred strategy s∗i for
player ni is defined as

(∀si ∈ Si ) Ui (s∗i , s−i ) ≥ Ui (si , s−i )

(5)

where the utility function Ui computes payoff for ni moving
to the location indicated by strategy si when its neighbors
move to positions represented by a tuple of probable future
locations for all uavs in Ni (t). Player ni computes the best
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response Ri (t) to possible actions of its rational neighbors
Ni (t) at time t as

Ri (t) = arg min si ∈Si Ui (si , s−i )

(6)

for all s−i ∈ ×nj ∈Ni (t) Sj . For each deleted strategy profile s−i ,
player ni evaluates Eq. (5) to find the best strategy for itself.
By using Eq. (6), selfish player ni selects its best next location by avoiding crowding locations that could be chosen by
neighboring swarm members. Using Eq. (6) prevents nodes
from movements that could result in a disconnected manet
topology. It is possible that the best response of ni can designate more than one best choice to move, where Ri (t) is a
set of best ni responses to possible movements of its near
neighbors at time t. In such cases, ni selects its next position
based on a pre-determined criteria (e.g., selecting a position
∑
that minimizes nj ∈P Fj).

3.3 Response to mobile em transmitter
Our approach combines game theory and evolutionary computation algorithms to obtain a computationally lightweight
flight control for each autonomous uav to determine its
movements in near-real time. As an em transmitter moves, em
signal landscape that it creates changes, which then triggers
uavs to move with respect to the levels of the received em
signal strength by either following or avoiding the em source.
The goal for each uav is, using only local information,
to react to a moving target without a priori knowledge on a
target trajectory while maintaining connectivity to its neighbors. At time t, uav ni broadcasts its position pi and RSS(t, pi )
measurements to its neighbors at most Rc distance away. uav
ni obtains its local 3d em propagation heatmap by applying
Voronoi tessellations[11] to the known measurement points
in its locality collected by its near neighbors RSS(t, pj ) ,
∀j ∈ Ni (t) . For any point pj reflecting the location of a
neighbor nj ∈ Ni (t) at time t, Voronoi tessellation outlines
a Voronoi region Vj such that all locations closer to pj than
to any other pk from the respective nk ∈ {Ni (t) ∪ ni }∕{nj }
are parts of Vj . We define a Voronoi region for a pj of
nj ∈ {ni ∪ Ni (t)} as

Vj = {𝜔 ∈ 𝛺 ∶ d(pj , 𝜔) < d(pk , 𝜔), ∀pk ∈{Ni (t)∪ni }∕{nj } }

(7)

where 𝛺 represents the set of all points within Rc distance
from ni and d(pj , 𝜔) stands for the distance between pj
(xj , yj , zj ) and a point (x𝜔 , y𝜔 , z𝜔 ) in 𝛺.
em heatmap of the area around uav ni are shown in
Fig. 3, where ni is located at the center, the locations of its
neighbors are represented as green dots and an em radio
emitter is marked as a target on the ground. The intensity
of RSS(t, pj ) (measured in dBW) for each cell are shown
by the colored bar placed at the right hand side of Fig. 3.

Fig. 3  em heatmap obtained with Voronoi tessellations from RSS(t, pk )
measurements at points ∀nk ∈ P surrounding a uav ni at time t

For simplicity, only a single cross-section of the 3 d em
landscape is included in Fig. 3.
A sample Voronoi tessellation, which was obtained
using Eq. (7), is shown in Fig. 3, where the black dot
within each cell corresponds to the location of a neighbor
uav. Our flight control algorithms incorporate the anticipated RSS(t, pj ) value of a candidate position pj to guide the
uav in its movement decisions.
During swarm operation, at time t, uav ni computes
a Voronoi-based em heatmap of its neighborhood using
Eq. (7). Based on the minimum and maximum signal
strength values, RSSmin (t, pi ) and RSSmax (t, pi ), respectively,
and the rss values from candidate locations RSS(t + 1, pi ) ,
it calculates 𝛾(t, pi ) as defined in Eq. (2). Using 𝛾(t, pi ) as
the weight function, fitness Fi is then calculated using
Eq. (1) that directs the swarm movements as response to a
mobile em transmitter.

4 Spreading and tracking analysis
In this section we introduce a formal analysis our algorithms to show that topology of uavs converge to a uniform
distribution while keeping the network connected. We also
prove that the swarm is capable of tracking a mobile em
target, either by following or avoiding it, while keeping
connected to its manet.
Let us first introduce several definitions as follows.
Definition 1 Two uavs ni and nj operating in a swarm are
called near neighbors if d(ni , nj ) ≤ Rc units, where Rc is the
communication range for these uavs.
Definition 2 A communication path between two uavs ni
and nj is a path between ni and nj with one or more intermediate nodes that are near neighbors to each other.
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Definition 3 A group Sj ∈ 𝔑 of uavs, where |𝔑| is the number of deployed uavs in a swarm, is strongly-connected if any
uav nj ∈ Sj has a path with one or more hops to any other
uav nk ∈ Sj.
Definition 4 For Sj ∈ 𝔑 defined in Definition 3, if
|Sj | = |𝔑|, the swarm is connected.
Definition 5 A group Sj of strongly-connected uavs is disconnected from the swarm if |Sj | < |𝔑|.
Now, let us present the following lemma stating that,
when uavs operating as a swarm are guided by our efc,
the swarm will be not partitioned by a uav getting disconnected from it.
Lemma 1 A single uav, operating as a member of a swarm,
does not get disconnected from the swarm if its movements
are governed by efc.
Proof Let us first show that efc will not select a location that
disconnects a uav ni from the swarm. Based on Eq. 1, a
candidate position for ni which results in |Ni (t)| = 0 (i.e.,
isolating ni from its neighbors) would produce a fitness Fi
that is prohibitively large, and, hence this candidate location
will be excluded from further consideration. This eliminates
network partitioning by a single node wandering away from
the swarm. Recall that parameter 𝜃(t), defined in Eq. (4),
prevents ni from taking steps that are too large to disconnect
it from its neighbors by moving away from each other. At
initial stages of deployment, uavs are close to each other and
need to disperse quickly, and, hence, 𝜃(t) is kept close to its
lower limit (e.g., 𝜃(t) ≥ 2 + 𝜖 , for (
a small 𝜖 ). For)the worst
case, Eq. (4) states that Rm (t) < Rc − d(ni , ncj ) ∕𝜃(t) for

𝜃(t) > 2, which prevents ni from obtaining a location farther
than Rc apart from its closest neighbor ncj even if ni and ncj
simultaneously move in opposite directions at time (t + 1).
As time progresses and network topology moves toward a
uniform distribution over a mobile em source, each uav takes
smaller steps governed by increased values of 𝜃(t) to provide
more precision on its movements at time (t + 1), which even
further prohibits separation from the swarm. 	 ◻
Lemma 1 states that efc will prohibit ni to be disconnected from the swarm. Let us now introduce the following
lemma showing that our non-cooperative game will not
allow a uav to disconnect from the swarm.
Lemma 2 A single uav, operating as a member of a swarm,
does not get disconnected from the swarm if its movements
are governed by efc and non-cooperative game ncdg.
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Proof ncdg sets up non-cooperative games between a uav ni
and its near neighbors nj , ∀nj ∈ Ni (t), where possible strategies to select positions to move for each player are generated
by efc. Any strategy profile S ∈ 𝛤i (t) to be considered by
ncdg will be based on the locations obtained using Eq. (1).
As shown in Lemma 1, efc produces candidate locations
in generation 𝛬L that keep ni part of the swarm. Therefore,
ncdg, together with efc, will make movement decisions that
will not disconnect ni from the swarm. 	
◻
Recall in Eq. 2 that the value of parameter 𝛼 can be
adjusted such that when uniform distribution of uavs is
more important than tracking a mobile em emitter, it is set
as 𝛼 ≈ 0 . In such cases, as can be seen in Eqs. (1) and (2),
even significant changes in em signal strength will have marginal impact on movement decisions. Let us refer to this
mode of operation, where the main objective is uniform distribution of uavs, as spreading mode. For situations where
zeroing-on a mobile em transmitter or escaping its influence
is pertinent, greater values of 𝛼 should be preferred (i.e.,
𝛼 ≈ 1). We will call this mode of operation, where handling
em influence on movement decisions takes priority, tracking
mode. Although in practice, spreading and tracking modes of
operation overlaps, for the sake of simplicity, we will keep
the formal analysis for swarm spreading and tracking modes
separate in the rest of this section.
Note that Lemmas 1 and 2 proving that a single node does
not get disconnected from a swarm under guidance of efc
and ncdg hold for uavs operating as swarms in both spreading and tracking modes.
Definition 6 Total fitness of a uav swarm, whose movements are governed by efc and non-cooperative game ncdg,
∑
is defined at time t as F𝔑 (t) = 𝔑
F (t), where Fni (t) is
i=1 ni
the best fitness selected for ni at time t.
Let us first consider the case of 𝛼 ≈ 0 in Eq. (2), emphasizing swarm spreading over impact of a mobile em transmitter. Next lemma states that, in spreading mode, when fitness
improves for a swarm, inter-nodal distance between uavs
increase and hence the swarm spreading improves.
Lemma 3 In a swarm of uavs, whose movements are governed by efc and non-cooperative game ncdg and operating
in spreading mode with 𝛼 ≈ 0 , F𝔑 (t + 1) < F𝔑 (t) implies
that the uavs in the swarm are spread farther apart from
each other at time (t + 1) than at time t.
Proof As can be seen in Eq. (1), smaller values of fitness
for a uav ni implies that inter-nodal distance is increased
between ni and its neighbors. Therefore, if F𝔑 (t + 1) < F𝔑 (t)
holds, it implies that the total inter-nodal distances for all
uavs in 𝔑 is increased, and hence, the swarm members are
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spread farther apart a time (t + 1) compared to time t.


◻

Built on Lemmas 1 and 2, the next theorem shows that,
in spreading mode, efc combined with ncdg will consider
candidate locations to improve payoff for a uav ni in its
non-cooperative games with its neighbors. Under this
guidance, actions of ni promote network spreading while
avoiding overcrowding with other swarm members.
Theorem 1 In a swarm operating in spreading mode with
𝛼 ≈ 0, a uav guided by efc and ncdg selects new locations
to move based on its best response in non-cooperative games
setup with its near neighbors, which encourages network
spreading and avoids overcrowded neighborhoods.
Proof ncdg running at ni sets a non-cooperative game
𝛤i = ⟨P, S, U⟩, where the players are ni and its near neighbors
(i.e., P = {ni ∪ Ni (t)}). As presented in Eq. (5), ncdg will
select a preferred strategy for ni as response to the strategies
of its rational neighbors, formulated in Eq. (6) as its best
response Ri.
A payoff for a strategy si is based on its fitness defined in
Eq. (1), where, in a spreading mode, positions close to near
neighbors are less preferable than farther ones. Due to term
(Rc − d(ni , nj )) in Eq. (3), smaller (i.e., more preferable) values for fitness Fi will be generated for those positions. Suppose a candidate position ni is pk ∈ Ni (t). If pk is also attractive to its near neighbors nj ∈ Ni (t), ni will consider another
position, with possibly worse fitness than pk , to move at
time (t + 1). In this case, ncdg played by a rational player
(i.e., a player that always picks strategy si over strategy sj if
Ui (si , s−i ) < Ui (sj , s−i ) as defined in Eq. (5)) will decide on
locations that the others will not go to, hence, giving incentives for locations closer to neighbors Ni (t).
We can state that a single uav ni does not disconnect from
a swarm, as shown in Lemmas 1 and 2. We know that ncdg
played at time t among ni and Ni (t) would steer a selfish ni
farther apart from its neighbors at time (t + 1) and hence
increasing F𝔑 (t + 1) for ∀ni ∈ 𝔑. Since better total fitness
for a swarm implies improved spread as shown in Lemma 3,
we can conclude that actions of ni guided by efc and ncdg
would promote network spreading while avoiding overcrowded neighborhoods. 	
◻
After showing that efc and ncdg working together promote spreading of swarm members by Theorem 1, the following theorem states that, when operating in spreading
mode, they lead to a uniform distribution, where the distance among the pairs of uavs is approximately Rc.

Theorem 2 In a swarm operating in spreading mode with
𝛼 ≈ 0, efc and ncdg guide uavs toward a uniform distribution, where d(ni , nj ) ≈ Rc for ∀ni , nj ∈ Ni (t) pairs.
Proof As spreading mode of operation continues in a swarm,
a uav will decrease the value of 𝜃(t) parameter defined in Eq.
(4) starting from v to approach its lower bound of 2. From
Eqs. (1) and (3), this decrease causes the distance between
pairs of uavs approach Rc. Therefore, inter-nodal distance in
a swarm approaches a uniform distribution with the amount
of Rc units between pairs. 	
◻
Definition 7 For a uav ni ∈ 𝔑 at time t, a set of neighbors
of near neighbors of ni , denoted as N2i (t), is defined as a
group of uavs such that for any nj ∈ N2i (t), ni and nj are either
near neighbors (i.e., nj ∈ Ni (t)) or there exists a communication path between ni and nj with exactly one intermediate
node.
For a given ni , information needed for computing N2i (t)
can be obtained at each nj ∈ Ni (t) in the neighborhood by
broadcasting a heartbeat message including its near neighbor
information Nj (t) in addition to its location and rss reading
at time t.
Definition 8 Given two subsets of uavs Ti , Tj ⊂ 𝔑, Ti and Tj
partition the swarm if Ti ∩ Tj = � and Ti ∪ Tj = 𝔑.
Let us now present the following theorem stating that a
guided by efc and ncdg does not allow for a swarm to
be partitioned.

uav

Theorem 3 In a swarm operating in spreading mode with
𝛼 ≈ 0, given two subsets of uavs Ti and Tj , where Ti , Tj ⊂ 𝔑,
efc and ncdg do not let the uavs in Ti and Tj partition the
swarm at time (t + 1) (i.e., Ti ∩ Tj = � and Ti ∪ Tj = 𝔑), iff
each uav nk ∈ 𝔑 possesses N2k (t) information at time t.
Proof (Sketch) First let us show that if ni ∈ Ti and nj ∈ Tj
do not possess N2i (t) and N2j (t) information at time t, respectively, it is possible that Ti and Tj may be disconnected at
time (t + 1). Suppose that ni and nj are the only near neighbors connecting Ti and Tj . Further suppose that ni finds a
position to improve its fitness that requires it to move the
maximum allowed distance of (Rc ∕2) units away (as defined
in Eq. (4)) such that it will still maintain Ni (t + 1) ≠ 0 ∈ Ti .
While ni makes this movement decision, at the same time,
nj may find its best position to move (Rc ∕2) units away,
but in the opposite direction of ni , while still maintaining Nj (t + 1) ≠ 0 ∈ Tj . In this case, it is possible that the
total distance between ni and nj at time (t + 1) may be
d(ni , nj ) > Rc. For example, if they were ( Rc − 𝜖 ) units away
from each other at time t (for a small value of 𝜖 ) they will be
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disconnected at time (t + 1). Therefore, without N2i (t) information in ni and N2j (t) in nj , while maintaining their own set
of near neighbors, ni and nj may be able to disconnect Ti and
Tj and hence partition the swarm if they were the only near
neighbors connecting Ti and Tj .
Now let us show that with ni ∈ Ti and nj ∈ Tj having N2i (t) and N2j (t) information at time t, respectively, it
is not possible that Ti and Tj will be disconnected at time
(t + 1). Suppose ni and nj consider moving (Rc ∕2) units away
from each other in opposite directions, while maintaining
Ni (t + 1) ≠ 0 ∈ Ti . In this case, ni will be aware of the fact
that nj is considering to make such a move which would
partition the swarm, and, therefore, will avoid taking that
step (this type of situations can be incorporated into the payoff function by having a lower payoff assigned to them by
Eq. (5)). Similarly, nj and other members will avoid such
actions that may partition the swarm.
Therefore, in a swarm operating in spreading mode with
𝛼 ≈ 0, efc and ncdg do not let Ti and Tj partition the swarm
iff each uav nk ∈ 𝔑 possesses N2k (t) information at time t.

◻
Let us now consider tracking mode of operation with
𝛼 ≈ 1 in Eq. (2), emphasizing the impact of an em transmitter on swarm actions. The following lemma states that,
when a swarm is zeroing-on a mobile em transmitter, efc
combined with ncdg will guide the uavs such that they
approach the mobile em source and follow it.
Lemma 4 A swarm operating in tracking mode with 𝛼 ≈ 1,
a single uav, whose movements are guided by efc combined
with non-cooperative game ncdg, is capable of following a
mobile em source.
Proof As given in Eq. (2), selection of 𝛼 ≈ 1 will increase
the swarm agility toward following an em source based on
the measurements of received signal strength from the transmitter. Consecutive decreasing rss values imply that the distance between the em source and ni is increasing (either by
moving opposite directions or em transmitter moving away
faster than ni following it). Similarly, if there is an increase
in consecutive rss values in time, this implies that either uav
or the transmitter (or both) are moving toward each other.
uav ni uses this information to create an em heatmap of its
surroundings using Eq. (7).
In tracking mode of operation, if ni needs to zero-in on a
mobile em source, candidate position pi with higher RSS(t, pi )
value at time t will be preferable to other candidates with
lower values as presented in Eqs. (1) and (2). Therefore, efc
combined with non-cooperative game ncdg will guide each
uav to zero-in and follow a mobile em transmitter. 	
◻
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Similarly, in tracking mode, if the goal of a swarm is to
avoid a mobile em source, candidate positions with lower
RSS(t, pi ) values will be given priority in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Therefore, we can state the following corollary to Lemma 4.
Corollary 1 A swarm operating in tracking mode with
𝛼 ≈ 1, a single uav, whose movements are guided by efc
combined with non-cooperative game ncdg, is capable of
avoiding a mobile em source.
At this point, we present the following corollary to Theorem 1 stating that a swarm operating in tracking mode will
follow a mobile em transmitter. In tracking mode, non-cooperative game ncdg played at time t among ni and and its near
neighbors Ni (t) would steer a selfish ni closer to a mobile em
source at time (t + 1) by preferring candidate positions with
higher RSS(t, pi ) values.
Corollary 2 In a swarm operating in tracking mode with
𝛼 ≈ 1, a uav guided by efc and ncdg selects new locations
to move based on its best response in non-cooperative games
setup with its near neighbors such that the swarm follows a
mobile em source.
Similarly, we introduce another corollary to Theorem 1 for
a swarm operating in tracking mode, where swarm objective
is to avoid a mobile em source. In this case, ncdg would incentivize a selfish ni to move farther away from the em source at
time (t + 1) by giving positions with lower RSS(t, pi ) values
higher priority.
Corollary 3 In a swarm operating in tracking mode with
𝛼 ≈ 1, a uav guided by efc and ncdg selects new locations
to move based on its best response in non-cooperative games
setup with its near neighbors such that the swarm avoids a
mobile em source.
The following corollary to Theorem 3 states that in tracking
mode, where the objective is either to zero-in on a mobile em
transmitter or to avoid it, a uav guided by efc and ncdg does
not allow for a swarm to be partitioned.
Corollary 4 In a swarm operating in tracking mode with
𝛼 ≈ 1, given two subsets of uavs Ti and Tj , where Ti , Tj ⊂ 𝔑,
efc and ncdg do not let the uavs in Ti and Tj partition the
swarm at time (t + 1) (i.e., Ti ∩ Tj = � and Ti ∪ Tj = 𝔑), iff
each uav nk ∈ 𝔑 possesses N2k (t) information at time t.
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Fig. 4  Simulation of uav swarms: a opnet Modeler environment for communication and movement capabilities of autonomous
stk visualization for deployment of a uav swarm over a realistic terrain

5 Simulation experiments
In the previous section, we present a formal analysis showing that efc and ncdg can guide uavs operating as a swarm in
either spreading or tracking modes to maintain a connected
manet, promote a uniform network spreading. In this section,
we present the results of a set of simulation experiments run
in opnet Modeler using realistic experiment setups to verify
the results of formal analysis.

5.1 Simulation environment
We implemented our efc and ncdg flight control algorithms
in opnet Modeler[32] that let us simulate wireless communication and signal propagation characteristics in realistic
settings. In our experiments, we set radio frequency, antenna
type and transmission power parameters for each uav to
facilitate the communication range Rc needed by different
swarm configurations used throughout the experiments. In
an effort to simulate real-life conditions as much as possible,
opnet Modeler also allows for specifying encoding type, data
rate and packet size for each network interface to best mimic
errors that could be introduced during a transmission. In
our experiments, without loss of generality, we simulated a
mobile em source to propagate radio signals on a different
frequency band than the one used by uavs for broadcasting their heartbeat messages. uavs are equipped with radio
receivers capable of measuring rss at the frequency used by
an em transmitter. Each autonomous uav makes independent
movement decisions using real-life earth coordinates and
em signal landscape of dynamically changing environments.
Figure 4a shows a sample screen-capture from opnet
during an experiment simulating communication and movement operations of swarms of autonomous uavs maintaining
manet topology while operating in spreading and tracking
modes. Overlapping top right pane of Fig. 4a depicts one

uav

swarms, b

of panes that are used for coding autonomous uav decision making software modules implementing our efc and
ncdg algorithms and uav movement parameters. Interaction
among various simulated hardware components and communication and flight control modules are shown in the bottom
right pane of Fig. 4a.
We employ Systems Tool Kit (stk)[43] to visualize the
movements of uav swarms over real 3d terrain maps. With
the use of stk, our uav swarm can fly above terrain maps
that accurately model earth elevations in a specific deployment theatre. Figure 4b presents a screen capture from stk
for a 3d visualization of a uav swarm, where the mobile em
source is indicated as a target mark. In the perspective view
of the main left pane, the em source and a swarm of 10 uavs
overshadowing it from above are shown. The top right pane
in Fig. 4b is a side-view of the swarm approaching the target.
This view is typically used to determine altitude differences
among uavs and the em source. The bottom right pane is
the top-view observed from directly above the em source to
indicate the area over which uavs operate.

5.2 Simulation setup
In our simulations experiments, each autonomous uav independently determines its position to move by running our efc
and ncdg based flight control algorithms. uavs in a swarm
are not synchronized and do not rely on any prior information except an initial approximation of the location of the
mobile em transmitter. No other information about movement
of mobile em source is required by the uavs when they are
launched. We run simulation experiments for swarms with
5, 10, or 20 uavs. uavs in each of these swarms are assigned
communication ranges of Rc = 100 m, 200 m or 400 m . For
simplicity and without loss of generality, uavs in our simulation experiments have the same flight capabilities (e.g.,
they fly with maximum speed of 10 m/s) and the same
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Fig. 5  opnet simulation of a 20-uav swarm: a at their entry to a mission theatre, b after the swarm forms a
mobile em emitter, c as the swarm tracks a mobile em emitter

communication range Rc. Each uav in move with six degrees
of freedom, namely, forward and backward, up and down,
left and right, and can rotate along each axis for yaw, pitch
and roll adjustments.
In each experiment, uavs are dispatched from a single
entry point after which they form a manet over an area of
interest in a 5 km × 5 km theatre. A mobile em interference
source is initially placed at the center of the theatre, which
flies with the intermittent speed of 2 m/s. The em source
starts moving at time t = 5 min and it relocates toward the
left of the theatre for a duration of 30 min . Each swarm
deployment was simulated as a 60-min mission, which then
repeated 10 times with the same parameters and the results
averaged to eliminate noise in the collected data.
We designed these simulation experiments to analyze
the performance of different swarm configurations for their
effectiveness in spreading and tracking modes of operations
and their abilities to maintain manet connectivity during
missions.
Figure 5 shows a uav swarm responding to unpredictable
actions of a mobile em transmitter that is depicted as a target mark. In the top view of Fig. 5a, a 20-uav swarm is dispatched from the ground at the top right corner of the theatre.
As can be seen in the perspective view of Fig. 5a, the uavs first
increase their elevation to avoid potential lower level ground
obstacles and then begin to fly toward the em transmitter. This
type of deployment resembles realistic situations, where all
dispatched uavs know only the initial flight destination at the
beginning and are launched from a single entry point outside
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manet

over an initial location of a

of the mission theatre. After arriving at the initial location,
uavs start spreading to maximize area coverage over the em
source while maintaining network connectivity (Fig. 5b).
When the em transmitter moves from its initial location at the
center of the deployment theatre to ≈ 1.2 km left of it (top
view of Fig. 5c), swarm successfully zeros-in on the mobile
source during the remainder of the experiment. As noted earlier, the uavs do not have any knowledge about the actions of
the mobile em source.

5.3 Surface of the earth coverage
Surface of the earth coverage (sec) is a metric for evaluating
the effectiveness of uav swarms in overshadowing a terrain of
interest. In our experiments, sec is defined as the ratio of the
coverage achieved by the communication ranges of all uavs to
the ground area around a mobile em emitter AEM (t) at time t. If
the region is covered by more than one uav, overlapped area is
included in sec calculations only once. Also, if the communication range of a uav extends beyond AEM (t), only the part of
its coverage that is within AEM counts toward sec metric. Let
Ai (t) denote the 2d ground area covered by Rc of uav ni at time
t. We define sec for a swarm at time t as
⋃
ni ∈𝔑 Ai (t)
(8)
SEC (t) =
AEM (t)
⋃
where represents the union of areas covered by ∀ni ∈ 𝔑.
sec values close to 1 imply that the entire area AEM (t) is
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Fig. 6  Surface of the earth coverage for swarms guided by efc and
ncdg: a total number of uavs 𝔑 = 20, 10, and 5 with communication
range Rc = 400 m ; and b 10-uav swarm with communication ranges

of Rc = 400 m, 200 m and 100 m (note that the em source starts moving at t = 5 min, which initiates a drop in sec for all cases, and stops
moving at t = 35 min, after which sec starts to recover)

covered while smaller values indicate that some of the terrain around the mobile em transmitter are not adequately
monitored. Obtaining the highest possible sec by mobile
uavs is one of the important goals for our flight control provided by efc and ncdg algorithms.
We evaluate performance of swarms with 5, 10 and 20
uavs and operating with different Rc values with respect
to their abilities to maintain a high sec throughout experiments. In our experiments, the area influenced by the signal
transmitted from a mobile em source AEM (t) is defined as
1 km × 1 km square with the em transmitter at its center. As
the mobile em source moves, the target area of AEM that it
defines also moves with it. Figure 6 displays the change in
sec throughout simulation experiments obtained by swarms
of autonomous uavs running efc and ncdg algorithms to
determine their moves as time progresses and the em landscape changes. The outcomes in Fig. 6 are presented as boxplots, where the boxes indicate ranges containing 50% of the
results and the whiskers are the minimum and maximum
values for each measurement.
Figure 6a shows the sec obtained by swarms with 5, 10
and 20 uavs using a communication range of Rc = 400 m .
As anticipated, larger swarms are able to cover respectively
wider areas than swarms with less uavs. We can see in Fig. 6a
that as the uavs approach to the center of the theatre during
the first minutes of the experiments, sec keeps increasing
until it reaches sec of 0.80, 0.95 and 1.0 for swarms with 5,
10 and 20 uavs, respectively. After the mobile em transmitter
starts moving away from its initial position at time t = 5 min,
sec starts decreasing for all three swarm configurations, as
autonomous uavs need time to respond to the changes in em
landscape caused by the movement of the transmitter. As
we can see in Fig. 6a, during the next 30 min of the experiments, swarms follow the mobile target, but slightly lag with
their abilities to adequately overshadow the terrain of AEM (t)

influenced by the mobile em transmitter. Toward the end
of the experiments, uavs start restoring their respective sec
after the em signal source stops moving, with less populated
swarms needing more time to do so since they have to move
farther to cover the same territory.
Figure. 6b shows sec for 10-uav swarms with varying
communication ranges of Rc = 100 m, 200 m and 400 m . As
expected, swarms with longer communication ranges cover
proportionately wider 2d areas than the ones with shorter
ranges. We observe in Fig. 6b that the highest sec measurements for all swarm configurations are obtained at approximately the same time (at t ≈ 6 min ) in the experiments.
Although better coverage is achieved by uavs with wider
communication ranges of Rc, sec obtained by the swarm with
Rc = 400 m degrades considerably when the em transmitter
starts to move at time t = 5 min . This phenomena is attributed to the fact that, for large values of Rc , proportionally
large drops happen in sec initiated by even a small relocation
of the mobile em emitter. On the other hand, swarms with
shorter communication ranges (i.e., Rc = 100 m and 200 m )
can occupy the center of AEM (t) and, hence, have more time
to react to any changes in the em landscape before the area
covered by them starts falling outside of AEM (t).
We can observe in Fig. 6 that sec is directly proportional
to both the number of uavs in the swarm and the communication range of a uav. However, we also observe that a
decrease in swarm size or communication range Rc does
not significantly reduce abilities of a swarm to adequately
cover the terrain around the mobile em source. Swarms with
more uavs need more time to react to the changes in em
landscape since there are more uavs to properly spread over
AEM (t). Based on simulation experiments, we can conclude
that when a large area of a terrain needs to be overshadowed
a swarm autonomous uavs, it is better to keep the swarm size
large with uavs possessing greater ranges of Rc.
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5.4 Tracking analysis
In this section we analyze performance of different swarm
configurations guided by efc and ncgd responding to changes
in em landscape due to mobility of an em transmitter. Due to
space restrictions in this paper and without loss of generality, in the simulation experiments presented in this section,
we only focus on tracking mode with the goal of following
a mobile em transmitter. Although the main objective for the
swarm is to zero-in on a mobile em source, we could easily conduct a similar set of experiments, where ncgd gives
incentives to positions with weaker signal strength, which
would force a uav to move away from the mobile em source.
To determine efficiency of a swarm in following a mobile
em target, we compute distance D(t) between an em transmitter position pEM (t) and the center of mass of a swarm
S at time t, denoted as CS (t), that follows it throughout the
experiments (i.e., from t = 0 until the end of each mission
at t = 60 min ) as
(
)
D(t) = d pEM (t), CS (t)
(9)
When the center of a swarm is directly above the em source,
then D(t) ≈ 0 . Larger values of D(t) indicate that the centroid for the swarm is shifted with respect to the location of
an em transmitter at time t and, hence, the area around it will
not be adequately covered.
Figure 7 shows D(t) values for swarms zeroing-in on a
mobile em source with 5, 10 and 20 uavs and the communication ranges of Rc = 100 m, 200 m and 400 m . As in all
of our simulation experiments, the em transmitter starts to
move at time t = 5 min and keeps changing its location until
t = 35 min . Only an approximate initial position of the em
source is known to uavs at the time of deployment. Each
autonomous uav makes its movement decisions based on
spatial and temporal changes in em landscape around itself
by obtaining em heatmaps using Voronoi tessellations of the
area around it [as presented in Eq. (7)].
Figure 7a shows changes in D(t) for swarms with 5
uavs using Rc = 100 m, 200 m and 400 m operating in tracking mode by zeroing-in on a mobile em source. We can
observe in Fig. 7a that when the em transmitter initiates
its move at t = 5 min , the distance D(t) for each swarm
starts increasing with a slightly delayed response to the
em landscape changes. As experiment progresses, each
swarm regains its adequate coverage of the center of AEM
as can be seen in Fig. 7a by the decreasing D(t) values,
after the mobile em stops at t = 35 min . The swarms with
communication ranges of Rc = 100 m and 200 m are able
to successfully recenter around the em transmitter by the
end of the simulation experiments. We can observe that,
for swarms with 5 uavs, Rc = 200 m is the preferable communication range compared to Rc = 100 m and 400 m since
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Fig. 7  Distance from a mobile em source to center of mass of swarms
with Rc = 100 m, 200 m and 400 m and a 5 uavs, b 10 uavs, c 20 uavs

it recovers faster than the others for the em transmitter
moving with a slower speed than the top speed of uavs (in
these experiments, they are selected as 2 m/s and 10 m/s,
respectively). Larger values of D(t) observed in Fig. 7a
for the 5-uav swarm using Rc = 400 m can be attributed to
the fact that the swarm following the movements of an em
target has to cover greater distances to obtain a uniformly
distributed uav topology compared to the swarms with
shorter Rc ranges (i.e., inter-nodal distance for uavs will
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be approximately 400 m , whereas they are 100 m and 200 m
for the other swarms).
In Fig. 7b, the D(t) values are shown for the swarms with
10 uavs and Rc = 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m , each following a mobile em source. We can observe that more dense
swarms (i.e., smaller ranges of Rc among uavs) are more
agile in centering over AEM . For example, for Rc = 100 m ,
the swarm keeps D(t) ≈ 0 throughout the experiment,
whereas for Rc = 400 m D(t) increases when the emitter
moves from t = 5 min until it stops at t = 35 min to a value
of D(t) ≈ 1 km before it regains its centering over AEM with
D(t) ≈ 750 m at the end of the experiment.
We repeat the same experiments for larger swarms
with 20 uavs. In Fig. 7c, we display D(t) values for
Rc = 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m. Consistent with the previous
results, smaller communication ranges provide more agility than sparser swarms (i.e., swarms using Rc = 400 m ),
which need more time to respond to the changes in the em
landscape.
Based on D(t) values displayed in Fig. 7a–c, we can conclude that more populated swarms tend to be more agile in
responding to unpredictable mobility of an em source. For
example, at the end of an experiment, for Rc = 400 m 5-uav
swarms have D(t) ≈ 1 km , compared to 10- and 20- uav
swarms with D(t) ≈ 750 m and 600 m , respectively.

5.5 Connectivity analysis
One of the important performance metrics for a manet is
its ability to maintain connectivity among its mobile nodes
during an operation. As part of the evaluation of our efc and
ncdg algorithms, we monitor the connectivity of the manet
that the uavs of a swarm form throughout experiments. Similar to the coverage and tracking experiments, swarm configurations with 5-, 10- and 20-uavs using communication
ranges of Rc = 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m are deployed for the
connectivity analysis. After being launched from a single
entry point outside of the mission theatre, uavs increase their
elevation to avoid ground obstacles and fly toward the initial
approximate position of an em transmitter. Upon arrival at
the theatre, uavs form a manet, which will be monitored for
connectivity among uavs throughout experiments. As previously stated, each experiment is repeated 10 times to avoid
noise in the collected results.
In Fig. 8a, the average number of connected components
in a manet over time for 5-uav swarms is presented for
Rc = 100 m, 200 m, ans 400 m . We observe that the swarms
with small populations (i.e., |𝔑| = 5 may get partitioned
sporadically, especially after the em source starts moving
and the swarm initiates its tracking operation. Swarms with
Rc = 100 m and 200 m regain and keep their manet connectivity for the latter half of experiments. However, sparse

Fig. 8  Number of strongly connected components in swarms using
Rc = 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m as they track a mobile em target

swarms (i.e., Rc = 400 m and |𝔑| = 5) struggle with keeping
connected until the end.
In Fig. 8b, we repeat the connectivity experiments with
swarm sizes of 10-uavs. In for these swarms, Rc = 100 m and
200 m ensure a fully-connected manet, whereas uavs with
Rc = 400 m start losing connectivity after em source starts
moving and never regains it back. Experiments with 20-uavs
as shown in Fig. 8c indicate similar behavior that uavs with
longer communication ranges (i.e., Rc = 400 m ) lead to
manet
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partitioning of the swarm when tracking an em source and
that swarms using smaller communication ranges stay consistently connected.
Connectivity experiments shown in Fig. 8a–c indicate that
for all realistic deployments of swarms Rc = 100 m and 200 m
are preferred to longer communication ranges when connectivity is crucial for a given application. On the other hand, when
swarms operate with longer communication ranges providing
much larger surface coverage, they may experience network
partitioning in zeroing-on unpredicatably moving em sources.
As a result of successful guidance provided by efc and ncdg
algorithms, size of swarms do not have an impact on manet
connectivity regardless of spreading and tracking mode of
swarm operation.

6 Multiple EM transmitters

7 Concluding remarks

Our flight control algorithms, namely evolutionary flight control by efc and non-cooperative game based decision making
by ncdg, are presented for a single mobile em source. efc and
ncdg are shown to handle tracking or avoiding a mobile em
emitter based on requirements of an application.
In the presence of multiple em sources, the flight control
and tracking becomes substantially more challenging. If the
em emitters are operating using the same frequency band, the
Voronoi tessellations computed as in Eq. (7) can adequately
address their cumulative impact on a uav as follows. In this
case, the rss measured in a neighborhood reflects their cumulative effect from these multipe em sources. Based on the spatial
distribution of the em sources in a theatre, a swarm of autonomous uavs may have to split to handle such multiple emitters.
efc and ncdg algorithms presented in this paper are expected
to handle these multiple sources with small modifications to
the fitness and payoff functions given in Eqs. (1)–(6).
If, on the other hand, the multiple em emitters operate on
different frequency bands, there will be a different em heatmap
generated for each of the frequency bands. Handling multiple
and different frequency bands requires payload augmentations
in uavs for ongoing monitoring of those channels. For K different em sources, each operating in frequency fk , ∀k ∈ K, we
need to compute a different weight factor 𝛾k (t, pi ) to be used in
the fitness function. Equations (1) and (2) must be modified
as follows:
�
∑N (t)
𝛾k (t, pi ) j=1i Dij if �Ni (t)� ≥ 1
Fi,k =
(10)
Mc
otherwise

(
𝛾k (t, pi ) = (1 + 𝜖) −
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RSSk (t + 1, pi ) − RSSk (t, pmin
)
i
RSSk (t, pmax
) − RSSk (t, pmin
)+𝜖
i
i

In Eq. (10), Fi,k reflects the fitness for candidate positions
calculated by a uav ni when it is handling an em emitter with
frequency fk . Similarly, weight 𝛾k (t, pi ) in Eqs. (10) and (11)
incorporates changes in em landscape for frequency fk at
time t with RSSk are the signal strength measurements for fk.
Assignment of uavs to each em frequency fk is a different
class of problem and is beyond the scope of this paper. Suppose that groups of uavs can be assigned to different em frequencies prior to their deployment. If this assumption holds,
each uav group will form a separate swarm responding to
the em emitter operating in frequency fk under the guidance
of our efc and ncdg algorithms. Extension of our research
work will include modification of fitness and game models
to handle multiple and simultaneous mobile em emitters.

)

(11)

In this paper, we present ai and gt based near real-time flight
control algorithms for swarm of autonomous uavs based
only on local spatial, temporal and em information. Each
uav runs our flight control algorithms to position itself such
that the swarm maintains a connected manet and a uniform
asset distribution over an area of interest, while tracking
unpredictable movements of an em transmitter. We formally
analyzed our algorithms to show that they can guide a swarm
to maintain a connected manet, promote a uniform network
spreading, and avoid overcrowding with other swarm members. We also prove that swarms of autonomous uavs guided
by our algorithms can maintain manet connectivity and
simultaneously lead a swarm to follow or avoid an em transmitter. We conduct simulation experiments in opnet Modeler
to verify the results of our formal analysis. Our algorithms
rely only on limited near neighbor communication without
any central controllers, uav synchronization mechanisms
or pre-planned set of actions. They are good candidates for
civilian and military applications that require agile responses
to the changes in dynamic environments for tasks such as
detection, localization and tracking mobile em transmitters.
Future extensions of this research include introduction of
multiple and independent em sources operating in environments with fixed and mobile obstacles. We plan to show
that our algorithms provide near real-time flight control for
autonomous uavs in spite of loss of assets, attacks on communications channels and presence of malicious neighbors.
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